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AMBER BEER
330 ML BOTTLES AND 30 L ONE WAY KEGS – 6,6% VOL/.ALC.

LA TROP®ambrée, a recipe imbued with the Spirit of Provence, will delight genuine beer lovers, looking for a beer with a
charming Provençal personality along with a distinctive, elegant, typical character. We have drawn our inspiration from
authentic recipes from Provence, using multiple malts, in order to create the perfect alliance of rich and complementary
malts – barley, wheat, oats. This special, top-fermented, amber beer is brewed with 3 malts, which underwent a very precise
kilning process. This perfect combination of malts has rewarded us with this well-defined and generous beer.
BRASSERIE CARTERON now operates in a larger scale facility, yet one, which remains on a human scale. Here, we have total
mastery of the techniques required to produce our recipes, with a Quality Assurance Department on hand to guarantee the
consistency of our products.
LA TROP®ambrée is a plain and warm beer, in the Spirit of Provence, which will delight every connoisseur, every fine taster.

TASTING NOTES
Bright, amber appearance with copper highlights.
The bubbles are fine and even. The foam is full and shows
mahogany tints.
Delectable and powerful on the nose. Malty on entry to the palate,
giving way to aromas of stewed fruit. Caramel fragrances then come
through to complete the well-balanced bouquet.
Rounded and rich on the palate, where we find aromas of caramel,
hazelnuts and almonds, with a surprising flavour, evocative of coated
pralines (the caramelized nuts often enjoyed on the sunny beaches of
the South of France)

FOOD PAIRING TIPS
Enjoy with well-seasoned Provençal foods such as grilled sardines,
anchoïade, or even a venison stew. This beer also pairs very well with
exotic dishes: chicken in coconut, caramelized pork ribs or tandoori
chicken.
You can even enjoy this amber beer with cheese, particularly softrinded cheeses such as Maroilles, Pont-l’évêque and Munster.

Shelf Life: 24 months/bottles – 12 months/one way kegs
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